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This report describes the work activities and accomplishments during the July 2011 to June 2012 
program year as required by the Training and Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL) No. 4-11 
Attachment V. This report outlines the progress in each of the following core products and 
services. 
 
A. Accomplishments  
 
1. Populate the Workforce Information Database (WIDb) Database with state and 
local data.  
 
Staff continued to populate and maintain the Workforce Information (WIDb) databases formerly 
known as America’s Labor Market Information (ALMIS) databases. Both core and other WIDb 
database tables have been populated beyond the core requirements. All Core tables have been 
populated to the extent that the programs and data exist on Guam. Updated Occupational Licensing 
databases were submitted to the National Crosswalk Service Center for placement on the ACINet 
site. Now Guam’s occupational licensing information databases including licensed occupations and 
licensing agencies as well as other occupational licensing information can be viewed online as part of 
the national licensing information system. In addition to licensing information, other occupational 
information for Guam including the highest paying jobs by occupation is included and accessible 
through this site.  
 
Tables of key interest such as building permits, employment, unemployment, wages, hours worked, 
average hourly earnings, number of persons employed by occupation, etc. in time series format from 
the ALMIS database information and presented it in Excel spreadsheets available online on the 
Department of Labor’s website in response to customer information in that format.  



ALMIS Data – Sample Populated ALMIS Database – CES 
 

 



 



ALMIS Data – CPI 
 

 



ALMIS Data – Sample Populated ALMIS Database – Labforce 
 

 



Sample Populated ALMIS Database – CPI 
 

 



Guam Data on O*Net Website 
 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Miscellaneous ALMIS Files 
 

 



 
 

 



Now that Guam has populated WIDb databases, they are accessible online where there is a national 
system to display them as noted above. However, for most of the databases, there is no national 
system for access and display. As the reader can see from the slides of a few of our populated 
database tables, the format is not suitable for use directly.  
 
States, therefore, have either developed or contracted private vendors to provide search, access and 
display capabilities to make the user hostile database format accessible. Guam has reviewed the 
private vendor arrangements and found them to expensive relative to the grant funding. Alternatively, 
the use of the ADAM system (Distributed Access Method) system under development by a 
consortium with North Carolina as the lead has had development delays and is not yet available 
outside of the test areas. Our follow up indicated that the Adam system is no longer under active 
development and is no longer an option for our current use. We have therefore again through 
meetings of the state labor market information directors in the region sought the technical assistance 
and support to use existing software already developed and in use by other states. We specifically 
requested such support from the state of Oregon and discussions are underway regarding 
implementation of a system to make the remaining populated Guam WIDb databases available online 
in the Oregon format. Due to Oregon’s development of a new website those plans did not 
materialize. We are now looking for other state software or private vendor support to implement 
improved access to the databases. This format provides information from a variety of the databases 
such as licenses, wages, training and more in response to searches for specific occupations. This 
capability provides very focused and user friendly and customized information for a person looking 
for occupational information.  
 
 
2. Produce and disseminate industry and occupational employment projections 
 
One of the primary challenges of producing such information is the creation of an industry 
employment time-series database. As Guam does not an unemployment insurance program and 
consequently the associated U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly 
Census of Employment and Wages Program (QCEW). In lieu of this Guam operates an Annual 
Census of Establishments survey program which provides the employer database for U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics cooperative statistical programs. The annual 
survey continues to be completed and during this program year, time-series employment data 
was compiled by Standard Industrial (SIC) industry categories and is available for 4, 3, 2 and 
industry division levels. This provides the foundation for producing industry trends using 
historical patterns. Conversion to the NAICS format to produce NAICS based industry formats is 
required for this program. The work to convert the historical time-series employment data from 
the SIC coding format to the NAICS format was undertaken this year and has been completed. 
Industry data in the NAICS format is now available on the Department of Labor’s website under 
the Statistics section. There are substantial developments expected on Guam in the future 
associated with plans to relocate in original plans, approximately 8,000 Marines from Okinawa 
and equal number of dependents to Guam. These plans have been since downsized and delayed. 
This and other large scale defense construction plans as well as those of the local government 
and private industry has resulted in the need for specific plan and construction information which 
is now being collected systematically to support forecasts which involve substantial changes to 
employment beyond those shown in historical trend analysis. Work is proceeding on producing 



the projections. Due to the massive amount of information and uncertainty of the specific 
projects and the timing of projects related to the marine relocation substantial additional work is 
being performed to incorporate these changes into the projections now that the Record of 
Decision (ROD) has been announced in September 2010 providing a firm decision on the 
projects.  A dry run of the long term projections input into the micro-matrix software to produce 
occupational projections. This trial revealed that a number of additional detailed industry 
projections needed to be made to make the industry projections from the long-term software to 
be compatible in detail to match up with the industry information in the occupational projections 
software. It also revealed some NAICS industry coding issues which were corrected. Trial 
occupational projections estimates were successfully run. Now the occupational projections 
software is ready to run final estimates for distribution pending updated industry control totals 
incorporating our reassessment of the military buildup impact on the industry projections.  
 
Guam continues to successfully operate the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Employment 
program which provides the database of occupational information required to develop occupational 
forecasts.  Guam has obtained and is populating the long-term industry software to produce the long-
term projections. The short-term projections software requires monthly time-series data. Guam does 
not have monthly time-series data. Discussions and work with the software trainers and developers to 
work through alternative approaches to producing the short-term projections overcoming the monthly 
data format input requirements were successful and that work is now underway. It is being 
coordinated so that the short-term forecasts are consistent with the long-term and incorporate the 
latest military buildup information. 



Guam Long Term Industry Projections – Preliminary Data 
 

 



 



 



 



 



 



Occupational Employment Projections (Screenshot)  
Industry Control Totals (ITC) and Staffing Pattern Totals  
 

 
 











. Publish an annual economic analysis report for the governor and the SWIB.  
 
An annual economic has been prepared and incorporated as a section into the Executive Budget each 
year. The FY  2013 Economic Outlook report fulfills this requirement. The FY 2013 report was 
initially published as a section in the Executive Branch budget for FY 2013 and it was updated and 
republished as a special feature in the Pacific Daily News business paper. It has been provided to the 
Employment & Training administration in the required PDF format. We have also published other 
special reports. The impact of an increase in minimum wage and reports on safety and health 
statistics were published. One special study produced is a comprehensive report on federal 
expenditure trends was produced by the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.  The 
Bureau of Labor statistics also produces time-series statistical tables on building permits and federal 
construction projects to produce leading information for future construction industry employment. 
The workforce information produced under this funding, has been incorporated and used in a number 
of special economic reports including the Draft and Final Economic Impact Statements regarding 
relocation of the Marines to Guam from Okinawa. It is also used in bond indenture documents for 
public bond financing. 
 
4. Post products, information, and reports on the Internet. 
 
All of the statistical reports produced by the Guam Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
are posted on the Department of Labor website at: www.guamdol.net   Additionally, data produced in 
Federal/State cooperative statistical programs is posted on the respective federal agencies website so 
that data are available comprehensively as part of each national statistical program.  
 
This funding provides the primary financial support for printing and decimation of occupational 
information products with both printing and on-line access. The publications of reports noted the 
milestones items including quarterly publication of the Current Employment Report, Annual 
publication of the Annual Census of Establishments, Annual Publication of an Economic 
Outlook report and Semi-Annual publication of the Occupational Employment and Wage 
Statistics reports have been accomplished as planned.  
 
We provide Guam data on U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, America’s 
CareerInfoNet and Department of Interior websites which provide data for states and territories 
including Guam as part of their respective statistical programs.   
 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics requested and obtained a purchase order with a website 
development firm to leverage to in-house capabilities for the creation of a new website with 
much enhanced capabilities to display economic information and begin the process of integrating 
website capabilities such as online applications and reporting with the divisions computers and 
functions. 



Department of Labor Website 
 



Bureau of Labor Statistics Webpage 
 









Occupational Safety and Health Administration Reports Webpage 
 





Guam Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates 
 









Guam Department of Labor Reports CES Reports on Guam Economic Development and 
Commerce Authority Website  
 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Guam Data on BLS Foreign Labor Certification Website 
 



5. Partner and consult on a continuing basis with workforce investment boards and 
key workforce and economic development partners and stakeholders.  
 
Guam has one Workforce Investment Board. Various members individually request and receive 
information and reports primarily by e-mail as requested. The board is periodically provided reports 
and statistical information separately or as part of other information to support various activities. The 
milestones have been accomplished as planned.  The agency director and staff meets with the 
Workforce Investment Board regularly. The Chief Economist serves as a member of the Visitor’s 
Bureau research committee as well as has participated in Guam Economic Development Authority 
(GEDA) meetings and discussions regarding the buildup and public finance. Public outreach includes 
dissemination of news releases on all publications as well as providing topical information as 
requested for various media stories involving economic and statistical issues of the day. Additionally, 
economic and statistical information has been presented in conferences as a guest speaker and panel 
member with the Chamber of commerce, the Society of Human Resource Managers and the 
Micronesian Empowerment conference. 
 
6. Conduct special studies and economic analyses.  
 
Aggregate statistics such as gross domestic produce for the government’s revenue forecasting are 
desired and input into that process has been made and GDP estimates for Guam have since been 
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis. The publications of 
reports includes quarterly publication of the Current Employment Report, Annual publication of the 
Annual Census of Establishments, Annual Publication of an Economic Outlook report and Semi-
Annual publication of the Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics reports have been 
accomplished as planned. 
 
Domestic Products estimates for Guam by the Bureau of Economic Analysis with input from 
Government of Guam agencies.  The Chief Economist was appointed by the Governor as a 
member of the 2010 Census of Population and Housing for Guam review committee. This year, 
the Department of Labor, including the Chief Economist participated in press conferences with 
the Governor regarding the release of the latest employment and unemployment reports. 
 
The Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics is also planning and preparing for the 2012 
Economic Census as the lead local agency. It has participated in the form redesign process with 
Economic Census personnel in consultation with private employers and other government 
agencies. 
 
A substantial focus of the Workforce Information work effort and funding commitment this year 
has been to modernize and revise the unemployment statistics program. These efforts include 
improved sampling methods, an increased emphasis on more efficient and regular data collection 
by phone instead of personal visits. This included the establishment of a small call center office 
with phone headsets to permit future direct data entry to the computer with immediate editing 
and feedback. In consultation with the professional staff at the US Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
the Census department we are working to adopt the U.S. data collection software and participate 
in their survey methods training. This will enable the Department to increase the publication 
frequency of unemployment statistics with the objective being continuing quarterly surveys and 
publications. Guam is the only U.S. Territory which is not included in the U.S. LAUS program 



which operates it’s own unemployment statistics program and produces it’s own unemployment 
statistics.   



B. Customer Consultations. 
 
The facility for customer feedback exists on the Department’s website. Feedback is solicited in 
formal training or workshop sessions. Customers frequently contact and meet with us regarding the 
information available and what is desired for their projects. One need identified is employment 
information with greater geographic detail and fringe benefit information. More accurate and 
consistent unemployment statistics are needed along with the associated income statistics.  
 
C. Recommendations for Improvements or Changes to the Deliverables  
 
In producing the deliverable requirements, special consideration needs to be given to the non-state 
areas. Funding is vitally needed. However, due to the fixed costs and complexity of implementing 
this array of programs a higher base level of funding is needed. Also to consider providing additional 
centralized assistance with providing ready to use software such as Workforce Informer or other state 
WIDb display software with central coordination and support for island areas rather than each area 
reinventing the system which is not possible or cost effective. 
 
 


